Directions from Winter Parking Area to Lost Trail Lodge

Always check on current conditions a couple days before heading out to the lodge.
Remember- the trail is NEVER groomed. Conditions will be extremely varied
depending on the weather.
530-320-9268
info@losttraillodge.com
1. From the Winter Parking area, follow the trail east to access Coldstream Canyon.

Winter Parking, looking east at Coldstream Rd 1

2. Continue 0.1 mile to Donner Park gate. Continue through the gate and up the hill.

Donner Park Gate 2

3. Follow the MAIN trail 1.5 miles to the wooden sign for Tinker Knob.

0.5 mile from gate; stay forward 3a

0.6 mile from gate; stay forward 3b

1.2 mile from gate; stay forward 3c

Directions from Winter Parking area to Lost Trail Lodge Pg 2
4. Turn right at the sign for Tinker Knob. Follow the trail up and over the small hill.

1.5 mile from gate; turn right 4a

5. Follow the main trail another 1.3 miles to Summer Parking area.

2 miles from gate; stay forward 5a

2.6 miles from gate; veer left 5b

Directions from Winter Parking Area to Lost Trail Lodge, pg 3
6. Just before the Summer Parking area, look upstream for the footbridge to cross
the creek. In the event of severe flooding, it may wash out.

7. At the Summer Parking Area, continue up the hill.
Stop. Look. Listen. Take skis off before continuing on. Remember that Amtrak
is fast and silent, and that snow insulates sound.

Directions from the South Side of the Railroad tracks pg 4
8. Once on the south side of the rr tracks, head south on the level trail. Do NOT go up
any significant hills. While there is a slight incline to the lodge, you will not be going
up or down any noticeable hills.

Looking south from the south with the railroad tracks on the left 8a

9. Follow the level trail .2 miles to the wooden sign for Tinker Knob

<0.1 miles from tracks. Do not turn up hill 9a

<0.1 miles from tracks. Our neighbor’s driveway to the right.
Note the “not a trail” sign. 9b

10. At the wooden sign, continue forward

0.1 miles from tracks. continue forward

From the South Side of the Railroad Tracks to Lost Trail Lodge pg 5
11. Follow the trail south ~.1 mile.
12. We like crossing the footbridge without our snowshoes on.
13. Don’t stop now- you’re almost there!!!
14. Kick of your gear, grab a beverage of choice, and relax. You made it!

*NOTE:
Google Maps shows an accurate location of the lodge. If you have a smart phone, you
can download the map while you’re still in a service area and track your progress
along the trail. The winter trail follows the summer road, so it’s a good way to make
sure you’re heading the right way. Innkeepers cannot assist you if you’re lost on the
trail. Make sure you have a backup map and know how to use it.
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SUMMER PARKING
**1/2 mile to the lodge**

Green trail: main route

Purple trail: alternate routesummer only
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The trail is NOT well marked.
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This map was not created with GPS accuracy and
is intended to only give the user a general idea of
the layout of Coldstream Canyon. It is not to
scale. The recommended routes on this map may
be dangerous and even deadly depending on
many variables such as current avalanche
danger, weather, snow pack depth, skill and
experience level, and time of day. If you are not
an expert and experienced backcountry hiker,
climber, skier, snowboarder, or snow-shoer, we
highly recommend you hire a professional guide
to take you into the backcountry. We
recommend excellent local guides and
backcountry skills classes from
www.alpineskills.com. You take FULL
responsibility for yourself and you party when
using this map. There are inherent risks in going
into the backcountry to ski, snowboard,
snowshoe, hike or climb.
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NEVER cross the track
in a vehicle.
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WINTER PARKING
**4 miles to the lodge**

Donner Park Gate

the grey lock box as possible. DO
NOT park on the roadway- you may
Grey lock box à
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be towed. There is a shovel in the
grey lockbox if you need to dig out

green mailbox
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Park on the EAST side, as close to

a parking space. Combo 8600
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